
5th 
Inter-Région 2020

July Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th  2020



1/WELCOME

After the success of the last “Inter-Région” tournament, a lot of you asked us to organize the
next edition. It  has been an honor to hear your feed backs and to know that you keep good
memories of the last two editions that we've organized.
It is therefor with great pleasure that the Association Angoumoisine de jeux et d'Histoire (AAJH)
and myself will organize next year edition with the hope that it will fulfill your expectations.
We would be pleased and honored to welcome teams from every country to our tournament. It's
been two years already that players from far (far) away came to play with us and trust us.
As you understand we are internationalizing ourselves and are proud to follow Lille's team who
organized the 2019 edition of the “Inter-Région”.

2/WHAT IS KINGS OF WAR'S INTER-REGIONS ?

It  is first an initiative from the King of War community who wanted to organize a national
tournament where every part of the country could send a team. This allow every regions to show
of their best players while meeting new people from all over the place, some of them you might
only see during such events, in a chilled environment. 

3/LOCALISATION

The event  will  occur  on July  the  4th and  the  5th 2020 in  south-west  France  by the  city  of
Angoulême.
Postal adress : Salle de Lunesse – Rue Paul Mairat  – 16000 ANGOULEME

4/HOW TO GET TO ANGOULEME ?

From Paris
From Paris take a high speed train (TGV) that will lead you to the Angoulême train station in
two hours for the lowly fee of 50€.

From Bordeaux
Bordeaux is served by the Bordeaux-Mérignac international airport from wich you can reach
Angoulême by bus or train.



By road 

Angoulême is well served by road, the city being one hour away from Bordeaux and Poitier by
the national road 10 (N10).

5/ENTRY FEE

Entry fee is set at 30€ per player.

Players must be at least 14. Every player aged less than 16 must be supervised by and adult. If
the child come without his or her parents, a signed permission will be demanded.
It is mandatory for every player to pre-register before the 1st of April on the following website : 
https://www.tabletoptournaments.net/fr/t3_tournament.php?tid=25464

Final registrations must be payed for the entire team at once, that to say 120€, on the following
website, make the request to: hornoy.eric@hotmail.fr

For that fee you'll get two breakfasts and two lunch as well as -, of course, six games of Kings of
War.
Lunch will be available to the general public for the lowly fee of 10€

6/PROGRAM

The tournament will take place over two days during the week-end  at the rate of three games a
day.
Ten minutes will be dedicated between every game to organize the matches.
Team captains will be allowed to pause the game for five minutes. That pause could only be used
at the end of one of his or her turns and must be notified to the opposite team's captain.

Saturday :
08h30-09h30 : Players' welcome and breakfast
09h30 : Tournament Briefing and last minute news
09h45 – 12h15 : 1st game
12h15 – 13h30 : lunch
13h30 – 16h00 : 2nd game
16h30 – 19h00 : 3rd game
19h15 : Painting awards followed by community time (with appetizers and free drinks).



Sunday
07h30 - 08h15 : Players' welcome
08h15 - 10h45: 4th game
11h00 – 13h30 : 5th game
13h30 – 14h45 :  lunch
14h45 – 17h15 :  6th game
17h30 : Prizes 

7/TEAMS' COMPOSITION

The inter-regions  tournament is a competition played with teams of four players. Each player
must be living in the appropriate region/country.

It is possible to hire up to two mercenaries (a pint should do) from other regions/countries if your
team is incomplete. It  is asked that players complete teams from their original region/country
before they play mercenaries.

If many mercenaries do not find a team to join, a mercenaries' team will be created for them so
that everybody could play.

Beware, if a team do not respect the previous rules, the tournament organizer might be lead to
refuse to  register  the lists.  This rule is  so that  every  team are  build according to the same
standards.

It is a major part of the tournament that the teams actually come from the place they claim to
come from. See that as a tournament home rule.

Every team must choose a captain. The captain will be in charge of the communication between
his or her team and the organizers. This include but is not limited to checking the legality of his
or her teammate's army's list, send them to the organizers as well as communicating any trouble
his or her team or any of his or her teammate's could have with other teams or other players. The
captain will be responsible for his or her team during the tournament, 

We will welcome a maximum of twenty teams (or 80 players).

8/ARMY LISTS

We will use the third edition rules of Kings of War.

Armies' list must be chosen from the main rule book or the Uncharted Empire supplement and
count a maximum of 2300 points
Allies are allowed as described in the rule book.
It is forbiden to have twice the same army in the same team, may it be as main army or allies.

“Historical” lists are allowed but are subject to the following restrictions :



– You must choose a list. No “Master List” armies.
– There cannot be more than three mercenaries of the same name.

RULE CHANGES FOR HISTORICAL ARMY LISTS

This section presents rule changes for how to play with ‘Kings of War Historical’ V2 rulebook in
Kings of War third edition.

HEIGHTS

Infantry: 2 ; Cavalry: 3 ; Chariot: 3 ; Large Infantry: 3 ; Large Cavalry: 4 ; Monster: 5 ; Titan: 6

Note: Mythological units: Giant, Phoenix, Huge Winged Beast are considered as Titans even if
their stats are a bit weaker than their fantastic equivalents. They have then a 75mm square base
size.

UNITS STRENGTH (US)

In the following section, we use the following acronyms to define units size: Troop (T),
Regiment (R), Horde (H), Legion (L).

‘Melee’ units define units with no ranged attacks unlike ‘Ranged’ units.

Units strength:

      Melee infantry/cavalry with Legion entry: T=1, R=2, H=3, L=4

      Melee infantry/cavalry without Legion entry: T=1, R=3, H=4

      Ranged infantry/cavalry: T=1, R=2, H=3, L=4

      Chariot: T=1, R=2, H=3, L=4

      Large infantry/cavalry : R=2, H=3, L=4

     Monster/titan: 1

      War machine: 0

     Hero with the Individual special rule: 0

     Any other hero: 1

      Unit with the Skirmisher special rule: 0 (whatever its size)

INDIVIDUALS

The following heroes gain the Mighty special rule:



Sun Tzu, Epaminondas, Samudragupta, Alexander the Great, Gaius Julius Caesar, King
(Spartans), Spartacus, Attila, Alfred the Great, Charlemagne, William the Conquerer, The
Berserker of the Stamford Bridge, Richard, Genghis Khan, Constantine, Sultan, Montezuma,
Herman Cortes, Edward the Black Prince, Bertrand du Guesclin, William Wallace, Nightmarish
Hero.

If one or more Generals are taken from the Master List, one of them can gain Mitghy (+10pts)
and Duelist (+10pts).

Every other individuals gains the Yielding special rule.

FLYING UNITS

The following units gain the Nimble special rule: Phoenix, Huge Winged Beast, General on
Winged Beast, Hero on Winged Beast, Winged Hero.

9/MINIATURES

It is not mandatory to play mantic miniatures, every brand is legal.
Miniatures must be appropriately based and imperatively painted (three colors as a minimum).
Organizers are the only judges if miniatures do not reflect the unit played and might delete it
from the list. In that case points will be lost and the unit could not be replaced by something else.

Concerning historical  armies,  it  is demanded that  players  use human miniatures that  closely
represent the nation played. (no goblin as Roman or elves as Mongols, ...)

In order to avoid any trouble the day of the tournament, in case of doubt, please send pictures to
the organizers before the event at the following address : 
hornoy.eric@hotmail.fr
He will try to answer as soon as possible.

10/TERRAIN

The tournament will be played using terrain of the following height : 



Forests : height 5
Blocking terrain : height 6 
Obstacle : height 2                              
Difficult : height 1                       
Hills : height 3

11/ROUNDS

First round's matches will be randomly generated, then, for the following rounds matches will be
generated according to each team's ranking (first versus second, third versus fourth, and so on...)
It is possible to challenge a team before the first game. The challenge must be accepted to take
place.

12/MATCHING PLAYERS

Players will be matched according to the following process : 
Each captain throw a 1D6, the winner choose the which of the table will  be table #1, then
captains choose alternatively the number of each table (up to 4).

– 1* Each captain place an army list face down on the first table he or she chose. So the
one who won the dice throw place a list on the fist table, and the other on the second.

– 2*When both captain have placed their army list on the tables, they can take note of
the army placed by the other.

– 3*Each captain place two army lists, face down, to match the one of the opponent. 
– 4*Once two armies have been placed on the table by the opponent, the captain take

note of them and choose one to match his team's list.
– 5*The list rejected previously play against one another on table 3, the other two on

table 4.

13/SCENARIOS AND TOURNAMENT POINTS

Scenarios will be chosen from the third edition rulebook. They will be selected by lot before
each game as well as the number of token when appropriate.

After  every game, tournament points will be calculated as follow : 

– The player who won the scenario score 15 points, the loser score 5.

– Up to 5 points will be added or subtracted in regard to attrition  according to the
following charts.

Point's difference of routed units: 
0-99 pts : 0 pt
100-399 pts : 1 pt
400-799 pts : 2 pts



800-1999 pts : 3 pts
1200-1599 pts : 4 pts
1500 pts and + : 5 pts

At the end of a game, 80 points are distributed between players. Then the scores of every players
in a team are added to calculate the teams' score. Teams scores are caped as follow: 60/20.

If results are not brought back to the referees in time, they might give a penalty of 2 points for
every 5 minutes late to both teams. There will be enough time, but don't run late.

The team with the most points (games + painting) win the tournament. In case of a draw between
two or more teams, it will be settled as follow : 

– The team with the hardest course (opponents ranks) is ranked higher.
– If there is still a draw and the teams fought each other, the one who won is ranked

higher.
– Finally, if necessary attrition points will be used.

                                                

14/PRIZES

We will try to reward a large number of teams to thank you for coming and participating in the
event.
There will alos be a special mantic prize awarded by the players. Volunteers will have to place a
unit made of exclusively mantic miniatures from their army (mandatory) on a table set for this
purpose. The unit can be of any type.
Players will vote  anonymously, during Saturday's lunch time, for the unit (not for the player)
they prefer. Each unit will receive a number to anonymize them as much as possible.

A painting prize will be awarded to the most beautiful army. Grading paint is abstract art, juges
are human and their choice sould not be discussed. This individual grade will be part of the final
score of every team (10%).

15/RULES, QUESTIONS AND BEHAVIOUR

Referees will  be available to settle any conflict.  They will  be introduced at the beginning of
everyday.



Organizers might decide to use any FAQ published by Mantic until the last day.

16/HOME RULE INTER-REGIONS

To give a special touch to the tournament, every player is granted a single re-roll per game. It can
be a dice that has already been re-rolled (like a nerve test).
This re-roll cannot be used to : 

– choose table sides
– choose who play first
– the possibility of a seventh turn

17/MAPS



18/SATURDAY NIGHT

Just like last year, we suggest to gather around a meal in a restaurant Saturday night. This will
allow players to chill out and get to know each other.



In order to make the adequate reservations, we will need to know how many people are
interested. Please let us know if you're interested as early as possible. 
This meal is not included in the tournament's fee.



19/TEAM SHEET

TEAM'S NAME

CAPTAINE  (30e)

PLAYER 2 (30e)

PLAYER 3 (30e)

PLAYER 4 (30e)

FOOD RESTRICTIONS (if yes, please specify)

AMOUNT

EXTRA MEAL SATURDAY (10e/ each)

EXTRA MEAL SUNDAY (10e/each

YES(quantity)  NO(quantity)

SATURDAY NIGHT

TO BE PAID
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